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Abstract: Despite their undisputed potential, the uptake of collaborative robots remains below expectations. Collaborative robots (cobots) are used differently from conventional industrial robots. The current safety focus of collaborative workspaces is predominantly on the technological design; additional factors also need to be considered to cope with the emerging risks associated with complex systems. Cobot technologies are characterized by an inherent tradeoff between safety and efficiency. They introduce new, emergent risks to organizations and can create psychosocial impacts on workers. This leads to a confusing body of information and an apparent contradiction about cobot safety. Combined with a lack of safety knowledge, this impedes the introduction of cobots. A multi-step methodology was used, including a literature review and conceptual modeling. This article argues for the need for a system-wide safety awareness readiness assessment in the consideration phase of cobot implementation to alleviate the knowledge deficit and confusion. This work will benefit both researchers and practitioners. In addition, it defends the appropriateness of a maturity grid model for a readiness assessment tool. The building blocks for an easy-to-use and practically applicable tool are proposed, as well as an agenda for the next steps.
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1. Introduction

Digital technologies are considered to be the main driver for the manufacturing industry to go forward [1]. Industrial collaborative robots (cobots) are some of these digital technologies [2] and are important accelerators for industrial innovation and growth [3]. The implementation of these new digital technologies to transform business models and achieve industrial performance is associated with Industry 4.0. Industry 4.0 focuses more on the development and integration of new technologies, such as robotics, to improve industrial performance. The upcoming Industry 5.0 advocates for the use of technology and innovation in harmony with social principles while also emphasizing sustainability and workers’ welfare [4,5]. Industry 5.0 implies increased collaboration between humans and smart systems, as exemplified by cobots.

Scholars, robotics associations, and regulatory and normative bodies have proposed many definitions of what a (collaborative) robot is, and the lines between robots and cobots are increasingly blurred. For this work, we simply define a cobot as a robot that works alongside a human operator in a shared industrial workspace (for a more technical definition, we refer to the ISO 15066 standard [6]). We refer to recent state-of-the-art reviews for more details on HRC techniques, challenges, and opportunities [7–9]. Cobots have important assets: They are more flexible, can be more easily reprogrammed for new tasks, are mobile, and, in general, cost less than conventional robots. Notwithstanding their undisputed potential as important drivers for innovation and growth, the forecasted steep increase in deployment of cobots has remained below expectations [10–12]. A recent
examination of the literature investigated the adoption factors for cobots and identified safety as an important barrier to cobot adoption [13]. Next to safety, the other factors include poor acceptance by users, ill-prepared receptiveness and readiness of organizations, a lack of balanced cost–benefit considerations, and lack of knowledge. Knowledge deficits were considered the most significant barrier by [14], and were further broken down into (i) cobots and the technology in general, (ii) potential applications and ways of using cobots, (iii) reference cases, (iv) understanding of safety in general, (v) understanding and lack of safety legislation and unclarity of safety standards and metrics, (vi) risk (re-) assessment, and (vii) ease of deployment. The slower-than-expected uptake of collaborative systems is also attributed to the lack of confidence and knowledge with respect to ensuring safety [15,16] and is related to perceived unsafe feelings of operators towards cobots [17].

Robots and humans are separated in conventional industrial robot applications to ensure safety, both through physical separation and sequencing of tasks. Collaborative robotic systems, in contrast, are designed to interact with human operators. Built-in control systems and sensors are used to avoid and reduce the impact of collisions and inherently assure safety. Both the context and the way cobots are used differ completely from those of conventional industrial robots. Specific recommended safety guidelines for cobots were introduced in 2016 in the ISO 15066 Technical Specification [6], with a strong focus on assuring safety separation, limiting kinetic energy in cobot applications with intentional contact, and defining force thresholds for different body areas. Regardless of these guidelines and standards for robotic devices, safety for HRC is still considered an important challenge [18].

So far, safety for collaborative applications and cobot regulation is predominantly focused on the technological aspects of the cobot system in order to safeguard the physical safety of the operator [18,19]. The changed context in which cobots operate creates new risks that are not only related to the safety of a stand-alone cobot application. There is a need for adaptable systems that take into account both human behavior and the various system components [8]. Additionally, psychosocial factors, interaction failures, and enterprise-level factors need to be considered to cope with the emerging risks from a system-wide perspective [18–21]. The review of Mukherjee et al. shows how machine learning and reinforcement learning are used to study robot learning strategies, including psychological safety aspects, such as trust [8]. Both ‘Safety requirements for robot systems in an industrial environment’ (ISO standards 10218-1 and 2) [22,23] and ISO 15066 [6] (adaptations for cobots), which are currently being revised, still primarily focus on controlling machine safety to safeguard the physical safety of the operator.

Practitioners are confronted with a tension-based body of information and an apparent contradiction about the safety of cobots [13]. When adhering to a narrow view on safety for HRC and focusing on machine safety, a deceptive sense of safety can emerge, since other risk factors beyond machine safety can be present. At the same time, cobots can be seen as too safe within this narrow machine safety focus, such as when productivity is hampered by cobot interruptions due to limiting force thresholds or safety regulations. From a human-centered perspective that includes system-wide dimensions beyond machine safety, cobots can be considered to be less safe on some levels because of newly introduced hazards. The confusion resulting from this tension, combined with a lack of knowledge or uncertainty about how to safely operate collaborative robots, contributes to the relatively low cobot adoption rate [13]. When coping with both existing and emerging risks from a system-wide perspective, cobot applications can only be safely operated when certain safety boundaries are not exceeded. The successful design of work systems including cobots already starts before a decision to invest is made [24].

From the foregoing, it can be concluded that system-wide safety is an important driver for the implementation of cobots, as also concluded by previous articles [20,25,26]. System-wide safety and the changed context in which cobots are used explain the apparent contradiction in cobot safety. As will be argued in Section 3.2.2, practitioners need to be aware of and understand the dynamic organizational space in which cobots are deployed.
To raise safety awareness and knowledge, we propose the building of an accessible and easy-to-use diagnostic self-assessment tool in the consideration phase of cobot implementation. We define the term “Safety Readiness” as the degree of preparedness of an organization to deploy a cobot from the perspective of system-wide safety awareness and knowledge. The words ‘hazard’ and ‘risk’ are used interchangeably. We propose the use of a maturity grid model to evaluate the preparedness of an organization’s hazard or risk identification capabilities with respect to the deployment of a cobot. Maturity models generally have the advantage of creating an awareness of the topic being analyzed and can assist in the assessment of capabilities [27]. Maturity grids use a descriptive framework to illustrate some levels of maturity in a simple and textual manner and are typically used for self-assessment [28]. Finally, this article introduces the building blocks of a system-wide Cobot Safety Readiness Assessment Tool (CSRAT) to be used in the consideration phase of the cobot acquisition process.

Three specific research questions will be addressed in this article:

- RQ1: What are the arguments that explain the necessity of assessing system-wide safety readiness in the consideration phase of cobot implementation?
- RQ2: How can maturity models be used to assess readiness?
- RQ3: What are the building blocks for a Cobot Safety Readiness Assessment Tool?

This work is aimed at guiding organizations in the consideration phase of cobot acquisition and at reducing safety concerns as a result of knowledge deficiency and confusion about safety. Further, in contrast to most scientific research, which deals with specific aspects of safety in HRC [26], we provide an integrated and holistic vision of safety challenges. This article thus serves both a scientific and a practical purpose. The scientific relevance lies in the generally recognized maturity model approach for a specific application domain and the systemic approach to safety risk awareness for cobots. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been done before. The proposed framework and building blocks will be further developed and applied to concrete industrial cases in the next step.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the methodology is briefly explained. Section 3 examines the context, clarifies the scope, and offers a critical review in three parts. The first part develops the arguments for the need to consider safety in the consideration phase. In the second part, the classification of cobot risk factors from a system-wide perspective is presented and the dynamic nature of cobot safety is discussed. The third part provides an overview of the various maturity models, their main properties and principles for development, and the application of these models for readiness assessment. Section 4 argues for using a grid maturity model and proposes the building blocks for a CSRAT, the theoretical and managerial implications, and the next planned steps. The limitations of this research are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

A multi-step methodology was used, and it included a literature review and conceptual modeling. To answer the research questions, distinct development phases were carried out, each with their respective analysis topics and methods, as illustrated in Figure 1.

The analysis for answering the first and second research questions is based on a qualitative analysis of peer-reviewed journal and conference papers, as well as the authors’ own previous research. This type of literature review is a ‘narrative review’ and is used to summarize different primary studies and to include the authors’ own experiences, existing theories, and models [29]. To answer the third research question, insights from the previous analyses are used to propose the building blocks for a model structure of a practically applicable tool for cobot safety readiness based on the maturity grid roadmap phases suggested by Maier et al. [30].
3. Context, Scoping, and Critical Review

3.1. The Need for Safety Awareness Readiness in the Consideration Phase

Earlier, safety readiness was defined as the degree of preparedness to deploy a cobot from the perspective of safety awareness and knowledge. The preparedness to deploy takes shape before the actual acquisition and installation of a cobot application. It is assumed that, at that moment, a first general idea of the collaborative process and tasks to be robotized (type of application, positioning, stationary or mobile use, idea of payload and reach) has formed and that there is an existing cobot technology on the market for this application.

To the best of our knowledge, the exact process that an organization goes through when contemplating the purchase and possible deployment of a cobot has not yet been studied in detail, and is often based on ad hoc business decisions. The ISO/IEC/IEEE15288 standard is a technical standard in systems engineering and establishes a common framework of process descriptions for describing the life cycles of systems created by humans. It defines six lifecycle stages: concept, development, production, utilization, support, and retirement [31]. These six stages inspired Saenz et al. [32] for the development of a cycle model for industrial human–robot collaboration (HRC) applications. This HRC cycle model also consists of six phases: inspiration and technology scan; requirement specification; design; implementation; verification/validation; operation. In the first phase (inspiration and technology scan), stakeholders look for information and inspiration from other available solutions and cases, including how safety was handled, in order to help them make an informed decision [32]. Assessing safety requirements as stipulated in directives and standards is part of the second phase (requirement specification), while the obligatory risk assessment takes place in the third phase (design) [32]. Other authors have defined the lifecycle phases of a cobot application in line with those for traditional robot applications, ranging from setup, commissioning, production, and decommissioning to dismantling [33]. The following example illustrates the application of the HRC life cycle model by Saenz et al. [32]. An industrial consumer goods manufacturer has started to investigate the automation of feeding packaging wrappers on a packaging line. The collaborative process consists of an operator working side by side with a cobot positioned at the start of the line. The cobot’s task is to fill the wrapper feed, while the operator
inspects the quality. Referring to Saenz’s HRC life cycle model [32], the scope of this article is concerned with the first and second phases. We label the entirety of these first two phases as the ‘consideration phase’ of a cobot acquisition process. The other four phases are, for simplicity, referred to as the ‘implementation phase’ (see Figure 2).

In the consideration phase, the cobot is not yet in use, and there is no lived experience or history of safety accidents, especially not in the case of a first cobot acquisition. The operator’s perception of the level of danger and the level of comfort when interacting with a cobot is described as perceived safety [34]. Regardless of the actual level of safety, humans can feel unsafe when working with cobots [34,35]. With no historical safety data available and with elements of uncertainty from different stakeholders in the pre-implementation phase, the perceived safety of cobots by operators who have yet to start working with a cobot is to be considered as well. Perceived safety is a domain that, as opposed to technical issues, has been largely neglected [34,35].

3.2. The Need for System-Wide Cobot Safety

3.2.1. Cobot Risk Factors Identified from a System-Wide Perspective

Based on a literature review spanning the last decade, five risk factor classes in HRC were determined by Berx et al., and each class consists of several sub-classes [19] (Figure 3). A socio-technical perspective was used to demonstrate the system-wide nature of the combination of these five classes.
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**Figure 2.** Cobot consideration and implementation phase adapted from the HRC life cycle model from Saenz et al. [32].
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**Figure 3.** Risk factors classified in five classes and 13 sub-classes (based on Berx et al., 2022 [19]).
Technology. The technological risk factors, in short, have to do with both the cobot-specific technology (hardware and software) and the underlying system technology [19], often resulting in a focus on mechanical safety, physical separation, and energy management. In addition to the potential safety issues already described earlier in this chapter, we additionally consider cyber security here. The latter concerns the protection of a business system from hackers who bypass network security to steal and/or misuse data. They could take control of the cobot’s controls and potentially endanger the operator, or insufficient system capacity for data processing could slow down the cobot’s response, creating another potential risk.

Human. The human factor can be considered to be an essential link between the management of traditional risk and of emerging risk in complex systems [21]. However, the effects of cobots on humans are still underexposed [36]. The human-related risk factors are summarized in three subgroups: psychosocial risks, mental strain (cognitive under- or overload), and physical workload. Included in the psychosocial subgroup are trust-related risk factors (potential risk associated with the acceptance of the cobot and reflected in overreliance or distrust) and work-related stress (due to the robot’s characteristics and/or movements or fear of job loss) [19].

Collaborative workspace and application. This class includes risk factors related to access control (the processes that determine who can enter the collaborative workspace), the layout of the workspace (such as the placement of equipment or the presence of dangerous objects and substances), and maintenance (of the cobot itself or for maintenance workers when working in the collaborative workspace) [19]. The safe positioning of the cobot in the collaborative workspace, including dynamic collision avoidance strategies and motion planning algorithms, was reviewed and discussed in detail by Chemweno et al. [20]. Risks to operators manifest themselves in the workspace, whether or not they are influenced by one of the other dimensions. The collaborative workspace cannot exist without the human, technological, enterprise, or external dimensions, and all five classes interact.

Enterprise. Risk factors related to decisions at the enterprise level for which neither the worker nor the cobot is directly responsible are represented in this class. This class includes ethical factors (social acceptance, privacy, use of artificial intelligence) [19]. In addition, risk factors related to organizational strategy are classified in this group and include suboptimal training for working with a cobot [19]. The consequences related to the division of labor between workers and cobots also fall into this group. The corporate vision regarding the degree of adaptation of the existing safety rules as a result of the cobot’s introduction can also play a role. An additional factor is employee participation. Although more research is still needed [37], there is growing evidence for the assumption that increased worker participation enables HRC [38] and positively affects workers’ wellbeing [39] and cobot acceptance [40].

External. Risk factors that refer to circumstances and events that arise outside the company and over which the company has no direct influence are included in this category. There are, for example, regulations governing safety (directives, legislation). A potential risk factor is the vagueness of the legislation, which makes it difficult to translate it into concrete measures at the company level. Environmental factors include weather conditions that can affect the workspace (e.g., incident sunlight that can heat up electronic cobot components or affect the efficiency of sensors).

3.2.2. Cobot Safety Is Dynamic and Not Limited to the Consideration Phase

Safety is not absolute, but an emergent property of the dynamic interactions of system components with each other and their environment [18]. Organizations deploying cobots must be aware of how to safely deploy cobots in the dynamic organizational space throughout their life cycle. This view of safety contrasts with the focus on static safe outcomes, which can lead to a deceptive sense of safety. Based on our previous work, we have identified three key elements that characterize this dynamic nature of cobot safety: the degree of knowledge about new risks, the degree of confidence in automation, and the
tradeoff between safety and efficiency. We believe that these three elements, in particular, contribute to safety readiness. Other authors have identified similar characteristics, albeit from a slightly different perspective. For example, amongst the conditions for dealing with safety issues, Grahn et al. identified the need to take all factors affecting safety into account, the need to ensure sufficient user acceptance, and the need to be sufficiently cost-effective to make cobots commercially interesting [17].

**Knowledge about risks.** The degree of knowledge of new risks influences the control that organizations will have when coping with emerging circumstances. Cobot applications were only introduced a decade ago and are still subjected to fast-paced developments. In safety, the typical learning cycle is based on the fact that unexpected technical and interaction failures with new technologies and processes lead to design updates and an improved operational understanding. Due to the lack of historical safety data on cobot applications, organizations will discover only some of the safety problems or system integration barriers during operations. This learning curve can be characterized in line with the three traditional eras of occupational health and safety. These are defined as having evolved through three ages, starting with a technical age, a human factor age, and a management system age [41]. They are considered as complementing, not replacing each other. Since then, new ages in safety science have been suggested [42,43], adding the need to additionally consider adaption and integration [43]. Several scholars have explained that the current research focus concerning cobots is predominantly on mechanical hazards and techno-centric solutions [18,44,45], in line with the first age of safety. This includes inherent safe design, safety separation controls, power- and force-limiting controls, and reciprocal human–robot awareness technologies. Whereas technological controls are well researched, several scholars report a lack of attention to human factors concerning robot applications [19,46,47]. Although mechanical hazards from controlled set-ups can be accurately predicted, it is much harder to understand interaction failures, maladaptation of decision making, and possible psychosocial effects. Although there is growing attention to these human factors [48], there is still a need to gain a better understanding of these risks from what is known as the second age of safety. Typically, these are not risks that can be controlled with one-for-all solutions, but rather, they require safety management frameworks to enable the monitoring, analysis, and management of these risks. This extends the safety focus to the issues corresponding with the third age of safety, the age of safety management systems, and the fourth and fifth ages of safety, which reflect contemporary safety thinking [43]. Contemporary safety frameworks are increasingly influenced by a view on safety as a potential to create system resilience to changing circumstances or the ability to respond, monitor, learn, and anticipate [49]. This is in contrast with a belief in safety that is merely created by being compliant with technical specifications and static procedures [50]. This shifts the focus from only controlling safe outcomes to the potential to create an understanding of the adaptive capacity of systems and their interactions, fighting analytical reductionism [51–53].

**Trust.** Trust in automation influences operator acceptance or rejection of cobot technologies and results from several psychosocial factors, as established by previous research [19,36,54]. Trust factors include robot performance, robot reliance, individual differences, and human–robot collaboration [55], but they are also influenced by societal elements [46] and contextual factors [56]. Perceived safety is also identified as an important design aspect that promotes trust in industrial HRC [57,58]. Long-term trust can only emerge when a worker expects the cobot application to positively influence their situation. Resistance to change, increased workload, fear of job loss, and other negative consequences, even when just perceived, can negatively influence trust. At the human–robot collaboration level, trust loss can suddenly result from automation surprises [59] or after incidents. An accumulation of small errors can even produce a longer-lasting impact, whereas performance consistency positively influences trust in robots [55]. At the operator level, trust is influenced by technology literacy and skills [60], as well as by training and system knowledge [57]. Despite the diversity of psychosocial factors involved,
trust in automation can be regarded as the main driver for psychosocial wellbeing and has been proven to be useful in understanding human–system performance in complex work environments [61]. Consequently, awareness of the level of trust displayed by an operator is an important requirement for safe cobot applications. This is in line with Parasuraman’s assertion that individual personality dimensions affect people’s tendency to embrace the use of new technologies [62]. While optimism and innovativeness function as mental enablers, discomfort (“A perceived lack of control over technology and a feeling of being overwhelmed by it” [62]) and insecurity (“Distrust of technology and skepticism about its ability to work properly” [62]) function as mental inhibitors of acceptance of new technologies. Both discomfort and insecurity can be linked with safety. Hence, communication and training strategies about technological and task transformations, as well as simulation and experimentation with cobots in the pre-implementation phase, are strongly encouraged to foster building trust in their integrated safety functions.

**Safety–efficiency tradeoff.** Simply put, the safety–efficiency tradeoff means weighing productivity against safety. Although the goal of most cobot systems is to increase productivity, safety can put a limit on efficiency. In cobot applications, stringent safety limits, such as speed or payload reductions, can cause decreased productivity. Frequently exceeded safety separation thresholds and safety emergency stops can decrease profitability. Examples where the introduction of cobots paradoxically leads to lower productivity have been described [63], and slower-than-expected uptake of cobot technology has been attributed to safety requirements [12]. In a recent study, company managers expressed their concern about balancing worker safety with avoiding the disruption of the robot’s work [64]. While some scholars argue that safety might never be fully guaranteed from a human-centric perspective, others may consider that cobots are overly safe when productivity is hindered [13]. Creating an ultra-safe system without taking productivity into account is fairly simple. However, the more important issue for organizations using cobots is still to define an acceptable margin for increased productivity while safety can still be managed.

These three key elements play a role not only during the consideration phase, but also during the complete life cycle of a cobot. The use of the proposed CSRAT is, however, aimed at supporting practitioners in the consideration phase of cobot acquisition. The purchase of a cobot is an ad hoc decision based on the best knowledge available at the time. The awareness and knowledge about safety-related aspects are represented in the risk factor classification in Section 3.2.1 and already reflect the ability to identify (new) system-wide risk factors, including trust. Certain ingredients of the safety–efficiency tradeoff (for example, those related to the safety component) are present in the risk factor classification, but will only be fully expressed in the implementation phase when the cobot is in use.

### 3.3. Maturity Models

Based on dictionary definitions, the term ‘maturity’ is usually described from two perspectives [65]. On the one hand, there is a reference to something or someone who has reached a state of completeness, and on the other hand, there is a reference to the process or evolution of bringing something to maturity or the desired final state [30,66]. Becker et al. defined maturity models as follows: “A maturity model consists of a sequence of maturity levels for a class of objects. It represents an anticipated, desired, or typical evolution path of these objects shaped as discrete stages. Typically, these objects are organizations or processes” [67].

Since its first development in the early 1970s, the concept of maturity models has developed and is widely applied in several management domains [27,68,69]. Today, both public and private organizations use maturity models to understand the uncertainty caused by the new challenges of digital transformation [70]. They are especially suitable when the technology is in an emerging phase and only a few observable implementations on which to base the decision to invest in technology are available [71,72]. Maturity models can generate awareness of the analyzed topic, and they can help to provide guidance for a systematic approach for improvements, ensuring a certain quality, and assessing one’s own
capabilities [27]. These models usually imply a continuous improvement process; the next level is more sophisticated (i.e., closer to the target level) than the previous one [73–77].

Despite the considerable demand for maturity models and their practical relevance, there is also academic criticism, especially regarding methodological shortcomings [70]. Several scholars have studied the expressed shortcomings, suggested greater methodological rigor in the maturity model development process, and proposed design principles and guidelines [30,67,72,78,79].

3.3.1. Different Types of Maturity Models

According to the literature, the purpose of a maturity model can be directed at achieving descriptive, prescriptive, or comparative results [30,68,78,79]. A descriptive model describes the as-is situation by providing an assessment of a particular process, with no suggestion for improving maturity.

A prescriptive model indicates how the desirable future levels of maturity can be reached (i.e., by enabling a roadmap for improvement). Comparable models are used to benchmark maturity across different organizations and industries. According to their purpose, this means that maturity models can be used as an assessment tool [75], for benchmarking or detecting best practices [80], and to provide guidelines for improvement [80,81]. Maturity models can be used as tools for determining capabilities and readiness levels [82].

There is no uniform approach for maturity assessment models [75], and some authors have attempted to classify the different types of models. A classification of maturity models was proposed by Fraser et al. in 2002 by differentiating between three types of models: “maturity grids, hybrids and Likert-type questionnaires, and CMM [Capability Maturity Models]-like models” [83]. Schmitt et al. defined five model categories to be considered by SMEs to guide Industry 4.0 projects: roadmaps; readiness models; maturity models; frameworks; process models; guidelines [77]. Moultrie et al. distinguished between two general approaches for the development of maturity-based models: maturity grids and capability maturity models [84].

Maturity grids originated in the late 1970s in the field of quality control, and they define a number of levels of maturity for processes in a given topic area [30,83]. Fraser et al. described grid models as follows: “The principal idea of the maturity grid is that it describes in a few phrases, the typical behaviour exhibited by a firm at a number of levels of ‘maturity’, for each of several aspects of the area under study” [83]. Maturity grids are descriptive and do not prescribe what a particular process should look like, but rather identify characteristics for developing high-performance processes and focus on scoring specific statements of good practice [28,30]. Grid models are comparable with Likert-scale questionnaires with anchor phrases [83]. The Likert scale is typically based on explicitly described ‘best-case’ or top-level statements, and performance is scored on a scale from 1 to n (e.g., ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree), and it can be regarded as a grid model element [75,83]. Although maturity grids have not received much attention in the academic literature since their conception [27,30], they were studied in depth by Maier et al. [30,85] and by Moultrie et al. [86] in the last decade and have been applied by other scholars [87–89].

CMMs are related to grid models, and they were originally applied to the principles of process maturity for the management of software projects in the 1990s. Since then, CMMs have been applied to assess the maturity of processes, projects, and organizations [30,90]. CMMs have gradually expanded beyond their initial focus on software development to include systems engineering processes, for which they are labeled as a capability maturity model integration (CMMI) [82,88]. CMMs are evolutionary tools that aim to assess and improve capabilities (i.e., skills or competencies) in order to reach business or process excellence [91], and they typically have five levels: initial, managed, defined, quantitatively defined, and optimized.

Contrarily to the CMM-like models, maturity grids are not as complex and are considered to be less sophisticated and formal [72,82,83]. The main difference with CMM-like
models is that grid models typically contain text descriptions for each maturity level. The use of text descriptions to define and illustrate maturity levels is considered one of the advantages of maturity grids, as it allows for easier understanding [92].

Specifically, in the realm of Industry 4.0 and digital maturity, several authors are using the terms maturity and readiness side by side [74,93–95]. Schumacher et al. regarded readiness models as a synonym for maturity models when they had the goal of capturing the starting point and allowing for the initialization of the development process. A readiness assessment can, therefore, be regarded as taking place before engaging in the maturing process. Whereas a maturity assessment aims to capture the as-is state during the maturing process [74], a readiness assessment aims to analyze the preparedness level of the conditions or capabilities needed to reach a particular goal [76].

3.3.2. Maturity Grid Model Properties, Design Process, and Guidelines

Maier et al. proposed a roadmap for the development of a maturity grid model consisting of four phases to offer guidance and incorporate the criticism of maturity models earlier expressed [30]. The intended audience, the purpose of the assessment, the scope, and the success criteria need to be determined in the first phase. The second phase concerns the development of the model and defines the architecture of the maturity grid. In this phase, the process areas (or dimensions), the maturity levels, and the cell descriptions are formulated. Defining the mechanism to administer the maturity grid is also part of this phase (on paper, electronically, group-based, individually, etc.). The evaluation of the grid is the purpose of the third phase. This is an iterative refinement and testing process that seeks feedback on the requirements outlined in the first phase. Keeping the grid up to date and assuring continued accuracy and relevance is the subject of the fourth (maintenance) phase [30].

3.3.3. Safety-Related Maturity Models

After having discussed maturity models in general, this paragraph will briefly look into safety- and risk-management-related maturity models. Santos-Neto and Costa performed a systematic literature review in 2019 and classified 409 maturity models in 14 domains or performance areas [68]. Nearly 40% of the classified papers feature IT/IS management, whereas risk management accounts for circa 7%. A thorough review of risk maturity models was performed by Cienfuegos in 2013. This analysis reveals that risk maturity models have been developed since the late 1990s, and they have mostly adapted the CMM principles [88]. This is confirmed by a similar analysis carried out by Kaassis and Badri [96]. Both papers mention risk identification as one of the main activities of risk management [88,96]. However, when this activity should take place is not addressed. The examples of measurement given refer to the number of hazards uncovered and the number of incident reports. The latter is only possible when the application is already operational, and it not feasible in the consideration phase. During the development of a fuzzy model to assess enterprise risk maturity in the construction industry in China, important best practices were identified [97]. Risk identification, analysis, and response are featured in second place in that list. Other safety-related models are, for instance, an occupational safety and health capability maturity grid for design in the construction industry [98] and a maturity model for safety performance measurement [99].

Many maturity models have been developed within the realm of Industry 4.0 [73,74,100], and although some specifically mention human–machine interaction as a required capability [101] or cobots as one of the aspects that influence readiness for 4.0 [102], they do not specifically address safety.

4. Discussion

4.1. Appropriateness of a Maturity Grid Model as a Methodological Starting Point

The review in Section 3 shows that the logic of the maturity model is well suited for diagnosing readiness. In addition, it shows that a maturity model is useful for a highly
innovative domain such as cobots. Typically, in maturity models, there is a notion of an ‘end state’, i.e., a desirable end state (of excellence or compliance) to achieve. Defining a higher and final state of maturity may not be desirable or may vary depending on circumstances [71]. In a fast-changing technological environment, what may be considered as mature today might be outdated tomorrow [103]. In addition, this notion of an end state is not well suited for safety, since ‘absolute safety’ does not exist. We, therefore, adhere to the distinction made by Schumacher et al. between readiness and maturity, since we are looking at the assessment of readiness before the cobot is in use and, thus, before the maturing process has started [74]. In line with this train of thought, we believe that the use of the term ‘readiness’ is appropriate to assess the state of preparedness of the capabilities or dimensions that promote safety for cobots. The term ‘readiness’ is also linked to the principles of technology readiness levels (TRLs) [30,77]. The TRL scale was established as a metric of the readiness of the technology itself and to provide a method for consecutively increasing the maturity of that specific technology [104]. Our purpose, however, is not to assess the readiness of the cobot technology itself.

Less complex descriptive maturity grid models are well suited as a basis for the CSRAT model. The use of text descriptions for each maturity level is especially advantageous because it facilitates understanding [92]. Since, to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing maturity model for measuring safety readiness for cobots, we need to build a new one.

4.2. Proposal of the Building Blocks of the Cobot Safety Readiness Tool (CSRAT)

For the development of the CSRAT, the grid process roadmap of Maier et al. [30] will be adopted. These authors also included a call for a more rigorous approach to maturity grid development. The translation of these into the proposed building blocks of the CSRAT is illustrated in Figure 4. To achieve the goals of this article, the focus is on the activities described in phase 1 and phase 2 of Maier’s roadmap, which are included in the ‘Prepare’ and ‘Iterative Model Development’ sections of Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Model building blocks (adapted from Maier et al. (2012) [30]).](image-url)

4.2.1. Prepare

**Identify need.** We argued for the need for a readiness model and the suitability of a maturity grid in Sections 3 and 4.1.

**Specify audience.** The audience is composed of the different stakeholders who participate in the assessment [30]. This tool is aimed at both an external and an internal audience. As Mettler suggests, a model should also consider the specific needs of a management-oriented, a technology-oriented audience, or both [72]. The final composition of the stakeholder group should be determined by the organization applying the CSRAT, as long as the multidisciplinary aspect (management-versus technology-oriented) is respected. The external audience is generally more technology-oriented (system integrators, consultants) and uses the CSRAT to guide organizations through the cobot procurement
process. The internal audience’s management-oriented stakeholders (e.g., innovation and safety managers) are concerned with making informed decisions about the implementation of the cobot. The internal technology-oriented audience can be represented by the robot application engineers and designers, with a focus on technical specifications.

**Define objective.** The objective of theCSRAT is to provide an easy-to-use and practically applicable tool for assessing cobot safety readiness.

**Clarify Scope.** The scope of the tool is restricted to the assessment of safety readiness in the consideration stage of cobot implementation.

**Administration mechanism.** The delivery mechanism will be a self-assessment without the need for external support. Descriptive maturity models are well suited for self-assessment purposes [28,90]. Self-assessment tools are also a commonly used evaluation method in human–robot interaction studies, and while they can provide very useful information, an important drawback is their validation [105].

**Define success criteria.** Usability and usefulness are suggested as general model requirements by Maier et al. [30]. Usability is about the understanding of the concepts and language used, and usefulness is about the perceived degree of helpfulness in stimulating learning. Success is defined as the ability of the tool to provide understandable and valuable information and increase awareness about system-wide risk factors.

4.2.2. Model Development

**Select process area (or dimension).** According to Fraser, a process area is organized by common characteristics that specify a set of key practices for achieving a series of objectives [83]. A literature review can be used as a technique to determine the process areas (or dimensions) of a maturity (grid) model [30,66,106]. The five risk factor classes described in Section 3.2.1 are based on a literature review. In Section 3.2.2, it was argued that cobot safety is a dynamic property along the complete life cycle of a cobot and is characterized by three key elements. The use of the CSRAT, however, is aimed at supporting practitioners in the consideration phase of cobot implementation. Following the general purpose of maturity grid models, the CSRAT is a diagnostic and descriptive tool for the as-is situation. The dynamic aspects of cobot safety once installed are beyond the scope of this article. Consequently, the five classes of risk factors described in Section 3.2.1 will form the process areas or proposed maturity grid dimensions of the CSRAT model. Awareness and knowledge of these risk factors will be instrumental for practitioners by guiding them in the consideration phase.

**Maturity levels.** The formulation of the maturity levels and rating scales for each dimension is an important step in the development of a maturity grid. According to Maier et al., “Levels need to be distinct, well defined, and need to show a logical progression as clear definition eases interpretation of results” [30]. The number of levels typically varies between four and five [28]. For our purpose, we propose the use of a four-level grid. One mechanism for formulating the levels is, as suggested by Maier et al., to first define the extremes (or worst and best situations), and then the characteristics of the other stages [30]. In our reflection, these levels represent the measure of safety readiness, which we defined earlier as the degree of preparedness of an organization to deploy a cobot from a system-wide safety awareness and knowledge perspective. As an indicator of safety and knowledge awareness, we propose the extent to which safety management frameworks and tools (summarized as ‘tools’) for identifying and mitigating risks are known and adapted to cobots. We propose the use of the following four levels:

- **Level 1:** No idea about cobot risk factors;
- **Level 2:** Aware of the risk factors for cobots, but not sure how to cope with them and which safety management frameworks and tools to use;
- **Level 3:** Previous safety management frameworks and tools are in place and can be used, but adaptation is needed to work with cobots;
- **Level 4:** Tools are either newly installed or adapted to working with cobots.
In addition to using the CSRAT to determine readiness levels, we also propose the addition of an additional yes/no question about the availability of the internally needed knowledge and, in the event of a negative response, a question about whether knowledge about where to find this expertise is available:

- We have the right knowledge in-house (Yes/No);
- If no: We know where to find this knowledge externally (Yes/No).

This question increases the usability of the results of the CSRAT and provides the organization with additional information about the use of a cobot.

**Cell text.** The maturity grid is composed of a cell for each maturity level per sub-dimension. Each cell provides a descriptive text on the characteristic extent of knowledge and application of a safety management tool or activity for that particular maturity level. These texts are also known as an ‘anchored scale’ [30] or ‘anchor phases’ [86]. The cell text is used in a descriptive manner to illustrate a progressive maturity from no awareness about that particular risk factor to aware (level 2) but not adapted in existing safety management tools (level 3) and to already included (level 4). The cell text for levels 3 and 4 will include examples of some relevant tools to consider. For instance, in the human dimension, this could be for the psychosocial sub-dimension, occupational health and safety surveys, satisfaction or worker commitment surveys, trust measures, or investigations of job demands and resources (see Table 1 as an illustration). Workload surveys can be used to investigate risk factors related to cognitive ergonomics. Physical-ergonomics-related risks can be evaluated by performing a postural analysis (RULA index) [107]. In the Enterprise dimension, for the sub-dimension of safety strategies, this could be the number of hours of training for using cobots. The definition of all levels will be evaluated by the practitioners’ audience in a later step (this is outside of the scope of this article). The use of written evaluation criteria has the benefit of providing clearer and more objective alternatives for the respondents in comparison to Likert scales, thus raising awareness and knowledge of the risk factors and avoiding the need for external consultants [99]. Thus, the respondent ‘scores’ the maturity level by choosing the best-fitting description.
### Table 1. Illustration of the CSRAT for one grid sub-dimension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maturity Grid Dimension</th>
<th>Sub-dimension</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Level 1. No idea</th>
<th>Level 2. Aware, no tools</th>
<th>Level 3. Aware, tools in place</th>
<th>Level 4. Tools adapted for cobots</th>
<th>Chooseen Level Score</th>
<th>We have the right knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No idea about cobot risk factors</td>
<td>Aware of the risk factors for cobots, but not sure how to cope with them and which tools to use</td>
<td>Tools are known and in place, but not adapted for cobots</td>
<td>Tools are adapted for cobots</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUMAN</td>
<td>Psychosocial</td>
<td></td>
<td>We are not aware of how psychosocial factors can play a role as a hazard when humans collaborate with a cobot.</td>
<td>We know that psychosocial factors can have an influence on the safety of the operator, but have not yet added this in our safety management tools (e.g. occupational health &amp; safety surveys, satisfaction or worker commitment surveys, trust measures, or job demand &amp; resources investigation).</td>
<td>We know that psychosocial factors can have an influence on the safety of the operator, but have not yet added this in our safety management tools (e.g. occupational health &amp; safety surveys, satisfaction or worker commitment surveys, trust measures, or job demand &amp; resources investigation).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Psychosocial risk factors are a combination of psychological and social factors. Psychosocial risks can arise from poor work design and organisation or poor social context of work. They may result in negative psychological, physical and social outcomes such as work-related stress, burnout or depression. In human-robot collaboration, trust between human and cobot is known to have an influence on the safety of the operator.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Theoretical and Managerial Implications

The outcome of this research will be beneficial to both academic researchers and industry practitioners.

The contribution of this work to researchers is the application of a maturity-grid-based methodology for assessing safety awareness and knowledge of industrial cobots. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that this approach has been used. This work further contributes by including a system-wide view of HRC that combines technical aspects with human and organizational factors in the proposed assessment tool. A lack of consideration of these factors in HRC has already been pointed out in previous research [108,109].

From a managerial perspective, this study provides decision makers with valuable insights for enhancing their safety strategy—for instance, by pointing out the need to add new risk factors to the existing safety assessment procedures when implementing a cobot. Practitioners benefit from having an easy-to-use assessment tool to be used in the consideration stage of cobot acquisition. They can use the proposed Cobot Safety Readiness Tool as a starting point for exploring cobot technology in an early stage and from a broader perspective, beyond the technological risk factors. The proposed tool constitutes a self-assessment support, enabling practitioners to identify gaps in their knowledge of risk factors and the practices required to safely deploy a cobot. In addition, the grid could be used from a perspective of continuous learning to improve practices. Furthermore, practitioners avoid risking losing a competitive advantage by refraining from investing in potentially innovative and beneficial technologies because of a lack of knowledge.

4.4. Next Steps

First, all of the grid text descriptors must be defined. Then, the initial version of the CSRAT should be discussed and iteratively adjusted based on actual experience according to the model building blocks in Figure 4. Both the external experts and the industry practitioners, as previously defined in the target audiences, will be involved in this process. An evaluation by experts and practitioners will test the utility and content quality of this type of tool. The first field tests have already been planned.

5. Limitations

The proposed CSRAT is static and focuses on the consideration phase, which limits the extensibility of the tool. In addition, once a cobot is in operation, change takes place, and dynamic shifts can occur. Changes in underlying information systems may affect the safety of a cobot, or operator trust may change if unplanned or unexpected events or incidents occur. Since risks can be dynamic, safety management frameworks do not only need the capability to capture critical events, but also need to anticipate and capture potential events. In addition to methodological flaws, the fact that maturity models are static and not well suited for capturing change has been criticized [103]. One possible way to address this criticism is to add an extra question if level 4 is marked in the grid. This question could examine whether or not regular monitoring of possible changes in cobot safety is included in the safety management processes.

Avenues for further research also include the quantification of the information gathered by the tool across different stakeholders within an organization and looking into the prioritization of the various dimensions and sub-dimensions.

6. Summary and Conclusions

To allow collaborative robots to achieve their full potential in industrial applications, there is a need to address the safety component early on in the decision process. This need is explained by knowledge deficiencies and confusion about safety.

To raise awareness and knowledge about cobot safety in the consideration phase, we propose the building of a self-assessment tool. We defend the use of a maturity grid model as a methodological starting point for this safety readiness assessment tool. Maturity grid models can have a descriptive purpose in order to determine and evaluate the current
state of readiness of dimensions and sub-dimensions of a model according to the appropriate levels [95]. This article proposes the building blocks of a system-wide Cobot Safety Readiness Tool (CSRAT), suggests the next steps, and discusses some limitations. This article contributes to the creation of awareness of safety risks from a holistic or system-wide perspective and supports the decision making concerning the acquisition of a cobot.
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